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Abstract

well-known VAD approaches. These investigations contribute to a more complex approach for acoustic event
detection in smart home environments introduced in [2].

A reliable decision if acoustic signals contain speech utterances is important in various signal processing problems, such as noise reduction or acoustic monitoring,
e.g. in the context of ambient assisted living (AAL) where
technical systems are used to unobtrusively support older
persons in their daily life. Examples for such systems
range from acoustic monitoring of activities of daily living (ADL) to automatic fall detection. Here, ethical issues like privacy protection have to be considered such
as deleting contextual information like speech utterance
from the data stream.

Methods
Audio Material
Speech detection algorithms are usually compared using
standardized speech databases. However, these databases usually do not contain recordings of realistic household environments. Therefore an own corpus was generated in addition to standard databases. We recorded several scenes in a typical household that always contained
a dialogue between a male and a female speaker. In order to recreate the appropriate acoustic environments,
typical household activities were performed during the
recordings e.g. cooking water, running a microwave or
doing the dishes. We used a single microphone which
was placed in the far field for a realistic recording of the
acoustic environment. Because of using ML based detection methods, the audio material was split into a training
and a test set. The spoken texts and the speakers in both
sets were different. The audio material was annotated by
hand.

The aim of this contribution is to find an algorithm,
which can safely differentiate between speech and noise
events. Since many voice activity detection (VAD) methods often only exploit a single feature within a specialized algorithm, they might be unable to discriminate such
events and will erroneously classify all events as speech.
Therefore, an approach introduced by Shafiee et al. [1],
who used machine learning (ML) based algorithms, is
used. We compared the discrimination power of several
recently published features. Afterwards the best features
are selected and used within a ML framework. The performance of the developed algorithm is compared against
various VAD approaches allowing us to present results of
first experiments.

Algorithms
In our experiments we found that the VAD algorithms
proposed by [3], [4] and [5] are most appropriate for the
given problem. We used an improved version of the algorithm [3] where we substituted the proposed noise estimation with an algorithm proposed by [6], [7].

Introduction
In this paper different VAD algorithms were analysed
which are characterized by low complexity. Therefore
they extract simple features on the blocks of the input
signal in order to distinguish between speech and nonspeech segments. Usually, background noise in the acoustic environment is estimated. This information is often
used for a decision rule and a block is tagged as speech
if a certain threshold is exceeded. VADs usually have in
common that the detection of speech segments is based
on a noise estimation and no further information about
the speech properties is exploited.

Additionally, we used a simple GMM-based classification scheme as a representative of the ML based algorithms. The system extracts a set of features on each input block. Using GMMs, we calculate a likelihood value
for the speech and the noise model which have been previously trained. Afterwards the block is assigned to the
class which maximizes this value.

Comparison

In contrast to that, [1] uses the term speech activity detector (SAD) to distinguish ML based methods from the
VADs. These techniques use models to describe different classes allowing the information about speech to be
incorporated in the decision process.

In order to guarantee a fair comparison, each algorithm
was optimized. First, the VADs were adjusted by selecting the best parameters for every test scene. For this
purpose a large set of parameter combinations was tested
on the audio material. The best parameter set was chosen by means of the detection rate P which is the mean
value of the speech hit rate (SHR) and the correct rejection rate (CRR).

In this paper we analyse the performance of selected VAD
algorithms and a ML based detection scheme to investigate if ML based techniques yield advantages towards the
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Figure 1: Measured detection rates P of the compared VADs (gray shaded / coloured bars) and the ML based classifiers (none
shaded bar) for six scenes of the household corpus

The ML based algorithms were also fitted to the audio
material. In previous experiments, which were part of
this work, we analysed many features and selected 20
which provided the highest ability to discriminate speech
against non-speech. Among the best features are fundamental pitch, spectral flatness, entropy or spectral rolloff,
which are mainly described in [8] and [9]. The models
consisted of four multivariate gaussians and were trained
for speech and background noise. The speech model was
created by using utterances in mostly clean conditions,
since it reduced the amount of false alarms. The noise
model was trained with all noise material available in
the training set. Many VADs smooth their speech/nonspeech decision by employing so called hangover schemes.
No such scheme was used for the ML approach.

can be measured, usually belong to the speech segments.
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